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Some little time ago, in following up a footnote reference,l I 

came across eight allegedly late medieval poems in a pointed 
Judaeo-'Arabic text. Preserved in a pocket- sized manuscript at the 

Vatican,2 where I was eventually able to handle it, they were 
transcribed and published as long ago as 1949 by Emest Mainz,3 
but had somehow remained completely unnoticed and unknown here 
in Malta perhaps because it was then still universally believed 
that the Maltese language was not written down before the seven

teenth century was well under way.4 Their author has remained un

known but experts suggested that he must have had contact with 
the Eastern Maghreb, i.e. substantially Tunisia. 5 That he was a 

Jew goes without saying. 6 

IJ.Blall, The Emergence and Linguistic Background 0/ Judaeo-Arabic 
(Oxford, 1965), 187. 
2Vatican Library, Hebrew Ms. 411. 
3Ernes~ Mainz, 'Quelques poesies Judaeo-Arabes du manuscript 411 de la 
Bibliotheqlle dll Vatican', Journal Asiati que, vol. 237 (1949), 51-83. This 
periodic al is not available in Malta. 
4 The pllblication in 1968 of a cantilena written by Peter Caxaro (£1. 1439-
ob. 1485) has shown that the Maltese language was certainly occasionally 
used for literary writings even if only rarely and those of a limited scope: 
G. Wettinger and M. Fsadni, The Cantilena 0/ Peter Caxaro: A Poem in 
Medieval Maltese (Malta, 1968). 
5Mainz, 54. 
6Mainz, loco cit., thinks that the first seven poems had one author, pos
isbly Salomo Aharon b. Pinhas whose name appears in the manuscript, but 
he cOllld easily, Mainz thinks, have been merely the copyist. The eighth 
poem is totally different in style and content •. Assemani attributed the 
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What struck the present writer most, of course, was that whole 
lines of the poems could be read off as Maltese and one could, if 
so inclined, imagine oneself to be reading stuff by an extreme ex
ponent of Semitic Maltese, Malti safi. Repeatedly the thought 
struck one: 'Did we have here Maltese poems written by a Jewish 
inhabitant of Malta who was the contemporary, perhaps, of Peter 
Caxaro, the author of the Cantifena, the only poem in medieval 
Maltese so far known to have survived. Thus, in a language not 
unreminiscent of that of the Cantifena, this is how a lover addres
ses his lass: 7 

samma;ytek fi gani;Y8ti u fhartek k8tir 
wawra;ytek muhabb8ti;ya wagh el-g8mil. 

In modern Maltese this could be rendered intelligibly as: 

Semmajtek f' ghanjieti u faMartek bil-ktir 
U wrejtek imhabbti, ja wiCi: if- gmiel. 

The morphology of the language of the poems resembles that of 
North-West Africa. Thus the verb contains such normal and well
known characteristics of Maghribi 'Arabic as n- and n- . .. u for the 
first person singular and plural respectively of the imperfect: 8 

n8zul I go away naftakar I remember 
narah I see him nast8rah I rest 
nam si I walk nat8lob I pray, I beg 

and 
n8qulu we say nal' abu we play 

narq8du we sleep 

Finality is introduced with either bas or 'ale s; 'a couple' is ex
pressed by the word zaw g. 9 Of course, all these features are also 
to be found in Maltese. Particularly striking to Maltese readers are 

writing of the manuscript 'to the fifteenth century: 'Is codex decimoquinto 
Christi seculo videtur descriptus': S.E. Assemanus, Bibliothecae Apos
tolicae Vaticanae Codicum Manuscripto,rum Catalogus (Rome, 1756), 382. 
7 Extracts from the poems are here invariably given as in the transcription 
made by Mainz. The Maltese reader, in particular, must be warned that 
g = rghayn, g = soft 'g' (Maltese g). 
8 For this characteristic see Blau, 52-53, 119-120. 
9 Alexander Borg, A Historical and Comp arative Phonology and Alorphol
ogy of Maltese, Ph.D. thesis, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 345, 
347. 
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such verbal forms as: beqayt, gayt, sammayte1{, habbayt 
as well as a traddayt and m edayt.10 So far as is known, these 
are characteristic of Maltese, their diphthong -ay- in North Africa 
being normally represented by -t- though it has been supposed that 
the diphthong may have once existed there toO.ll The demonstra
tives include ham m a (Maltese hemma, hemm) as a variant of 
tamma, unique 'so far as is known, to Maltese;12 one notices also 
the presence of he1{da, so (cf. Maltese hekda fl-art)13 and sayn, 
nothing (Maltese xejn), the former reported by Beaussier alone out
side Malta and with a different meaning, the latter either having 
no diphthong or no -n in its North 'lest 'African form. 14 Mainz him
self noticed resemblances to specifically Maltese morphological 
features, namely the use of the third and sixth verbal forms in 
place of the second and fifth with verbs containing -gh- as second 
radical (i.e. bieghed, tbieghed).15 But his failure to use even the 
most common and popular Maltese dictionaries prevented him from 
giving the translation of at least five words: 16 qerareb, plural 
of qarrflba, phials, flagons; fum e 1-1 uf, which perhaps he 
should have transcribed fum e1-1up, in modern Maltese fomm 
il-lipp, naspli, medlars (N.B. 'p' and 'f' are represented by the 

lOIn modern Maltese the first four become b qajt. gejt. semmajtek. and 
habbejt; the other two no longer exist in Maltese but would have been 
pronounced traddejt and mdejt. 
llph. Marc;ais. Esquisse Grammaticale de l' Arabe Maghrebin (Paris, 1977), 
48,49,48,60, 51-52.A.Borg, op.cit., 232. The same could be said of 
rayt, srayte (x'rajt) and wraytek among the Muslim} speakers of 
the Maghreb, but the Jews of Tunis retain the diphthong: D. Cohen, Le 
P arler Arabe des Juifs de Tunis, Il, 63, 106. 
12G. Barbera, Dizionario Maltese-Arabo-Italiano (Beyrouth, 1939), sub 
voce; E. Serracino Inglott, Il-Miklem Malti, s.y. The poems contain sev
eral examples of tamma and only one of hemma. Hemme occurs several 
times in P. Caxaro's Cantilena. 
13For hekda see E. Serracino Inglott, s.y., citing Beaussier, Dictionaire 
Pratique Arabe Franr;ais, and for its first recording in Maltese: F. Uzzino, 
Doctrina Cristiana tradotta in lingua araba '" e trasportata adesso in 
Maltese (from the Italian version), (Rome 1752), 36. See also c.L. Des
soulavy, Gate of the East, 922. 
14 Marc;ais, 207, 209. 
15Mainz, 71, 81. 
16E.D. Busuttil, Kalepin Malti-Ingliz, (Malta, 1942), s.vv.; G.B. Falzon, 
Dizionario Maltese-Italiano-Inglese (Malta, 1845), s.v.v. (also gives qrareb 
as plural of qarraba). 
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same sign in Hebrew); 9 i s i (9 = rghayn), wrong transliteration 
for gisi, in modem Maltese gizi, stocks (flowers); 'asgar el

lawq, in modern Maltese sigar taf-fuq, poplar trees; 'asqunfi. 

in Maltese xkomp, a kind of citrus resembling a lemon, the whole 
line where it occurs 

larange atrong 'asqunfi we lum i 

reading in modern Maltese: 

faring, trong, xkomp u fumi 

and would be perfectly readable and understandable to anyone 
knowledgeable in citrus fruit-trees. A knowledge of M altese would 
also have enabled Mainz to avoid translating gew ab i as 're
ponse' instead of'citernes, reservoirs', ignoring as he did the re
ference in the poems to the sea-fishes to be seen in them. 17 Other 
words or phrases understandable in Maltese, modern or medieval, 
which Mainz translated correctly but did not notice their relevance 
to the problem of the poems' provenance, include ahm ar q erul

li (Maltese ahmar qrolli) , coral red, qarlin (as in Maltese 
Judaeo-Arabic; 18 modern Maltese: kaTlin, surviving in the phrase 
tliet karnijiet), is-sardin, sardines, gerasya (modern Mal
tese Cirasa), cherry, cherry-tree, q urt i na, veil, screen, curtain. 
It will be seen that all of these words are of Latin origin and 
could hardly have been in use in the Maghreb in the late middle 
ages, though Arabic dictionaries now give gerasya and sardin19 

while q urt ina was in use in Moorish Spain but with a different 
meaning. 20 

Several word formations different from Classical Arabic are iden-

17 Giebja, gwiebi in E. Serracino Inglott, C1tlng Beaussier and Kazimirski; 
see also Wehr, A Dictionary 0/ Modem Written Arabic (London, 1966); the 
word was particularly common in Arab Sicily, where it has survived in the 
Romance Sicilian dialectal word gebbia: A. Train a, Nuovo Vocabolario 
Siciliano-Ita}iano (Palermo, 1968), s.v., and in Malta where it is still in 
common use together with its plural gwiebi and is recorded several times 
in one form or another in the late medieval place-names of Malta. 
18Nine documents in Maltese Judaeo-Arabic, mostly mere fragments, are 
being published by the present writer in his The Jews 0/ M alta in the 
Late Middle Ages (in the press) •. 
19 For geraSyaand sardin: E.A. Elias and E.E.Elias, Elias' Modem 
Dictionary, Arabic-English, s.w. (for geraSyasee under qarasya). 
2OR. Dozy, Supplement aux Dictionaires Arabes (Leyden, 1881/Beyrouth, 
1968), s. v., explains it as 'vestibule, porti que devant la maison'. 
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deal with their Maltese respective forms or meanings but are also 
to be found with those characteristics in one part or other of the 
Maghreb though perhaps never all in the same locality as here. 

Thus, yahs81u, they wash, where the 'h' has replaced the ori-
ginal rghayn,21 t aqbe z, jump, where the tb' has taken the place 
of the Classical Arabic If' /2 naftal~ar (Maltese niftakar), where 
the If' represents the original :Arabic ' j ',23 sag ra, a tree, where 
the's' stands for the original 's',24 langas, pears/s and larang 
(Maltese faring), oranges/6 where the '1' is really the definite ar-
ticle. One observes also the word 1 an k8 but, Maltese ghanqbuta, 
with the same meaning as in Maltese: a cobweb, not a spider as in 
Classical 'Arabic, a transference of meaning which MaltJ also I~ 
shares with Andalusian and possibly -Algerian Arabic. 2' 

Of the undoubted differences from modern Maltese a number can 
be easily explained away. Thus'!', 'we' and 'they' in the poems 
are expressed by the words ana) ne hon or nhon and hom res
pectively while modem Maltese prefers jiena, abna (dropping the 
initial n-, like most of the dialects of the Maghreb), and huma. 
However, as late as 1660 Philip Skippon gives anna for 'I', nehen 
for 'we', and hom for 'they'. 28 Possession is at least twice in the 
poems expressed by the ,word mita, invariably represented in mo
dern Maltese by £a'; but mita has been found in fifteenth century 
Maltese place-names together with bita. 29 The -Arabic for 'to an-

21lt is given as an alternative to the rghayn form in K. Stowasser and 
Moukhtar Ani, A Dictionary of Syrian Arabic: English Arabic (Washington, 
1964), s. v. 'wash, to', but seems absent from the Maghreb where its oc
currence would have been more relevant. Mainz also noticed this resem
blance of yahs81uto Maltese, citing Sutcliffe, A Grammar of the Mal
tese Language, 6: Mainz, 56. 
22Dozy, s.v. 
23lbid, citing Beaussier. 
24Ph. Mar .. ais and M.-S.Hamrouni, Textes d'Arabe Maghrebin (Paris, 1977), 
s.v. in 'Lexique' section. 
25 Serracino Inglott, s. v. 
26Ibid" s.v.; alternatively the '1' of faring could be derived from the ori

o l' , 
~lna n-. 
'Dozy, vol. IT, 182. 

28 Ph. Skippon, 'A Journey thro' Part of the Low Countries, Italy and 
France', in A Collection of Voyages and Travels, ed. A.T. Churchill, 
Vol. VI, 626. 
29G. Wettinger, 'The Morphology and Syntax of Maltese Place-names in 
Early Modern Times' (forthcoming). 
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swer' in the poems is 9 aw ab a as in Classical 'Arabic, while mo
dern Maltese has wiegeb, but Skippon here again says that the 
Maltese for 'to answer' was gaab, apparently indicating that the 
metathesis of the first two radical consonants had not yet taken 
place. 30 'Eleven' in the poems is expressed by ahdas an while 
modern Maltese prefers hdax- il, but J udaeo- Arabic documents from 
Malta of 1476 show the same particle an instead of -il, 31 widely 
spread in Eastern Algeria and Tunisia. 32 The use of ildiinstead 
of illi is probably a mere Judaeo-Arabic orthographic archaism in 
the same way that in Maltese one writes ghandna but pronounces 
imna. 33 The use of kan 1 i, I had, in the place of the modern Mal
tese kelli is paralleled by its similar occurrence in the fifteenth 
century Judaeo-'Arabic writings from Malta. The fact that some care 
is taken to distinguish between some of the emphatic and the non
emphatic consonants, though the distinction no longer exists in 
modern Maltese, is again paralleled by the same feature in J udaeo
Arabic writings from Malta. 

The vocabulary of the poems shows major and minor differences 
from that of modern Maltese. ·Among the minor differences one 
might mention that in the poems 'to forgive' is expressed by the 
word agfer, not ah/er as in modem Maltese, and 'ezor, 'bed
sheets', and ID a, 'water', have not been fused with their definite 
article as in the Maltese lazar and ilma (cf. lang as and larang 
above). The verb qal, 'he said' , has not been replaced in the im
perfect by the verb ghad, jghid, as in modern Maltese. 34 The ori
ginal meaning of the Maltese word mahxija, i.e. 'stuffed', has now 
been relegated to a mere dialectal survival on the island of Gozo: 
cf. in the poems the phrase wefakruna ID uhsiya, 'and a 
stuffed turtle'. 

An idea of the scale of the voc abul ary dissimilarity of the lan
guage of the poems to modern Maltese is perhaps best obtained by 
a detailed examination of any of the poems. Not one of the follow
ing verbs in the first poem has survived in modern Maltese in pre-

30 Cp. Serracino Inglott and Skippon, op. cit.. s. vv. 
31G. Wettinger, The Jews of Malta in the Latr;! Middle Ages (in the press). 
32Marc;ais, 178. 
33It also appears in the J Ildaeo-Arabic documents from Malta. 
340n the use of these words in Maltese compared to Maghribi, see J. 
Aquilina, 124-25. 
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cisely the form in which it appears there (surviving words with the 
same roots are given in brackets): 35 

nahki - 1'11 recount yiSg8du - they prostrated 

'aft8nu - be awakened 
ti tbas8ru - you rejoice 
nathaY81i- I imagine 

(cp. nistoajjilni) 
naw saf - I'll recount 

Y8nur - he shines 
(cp. mnawwar) 

'zam t - I decided 
nant8zar - I await 
ya'tabar - he avoids 

(cp. goabbar, goabra) 
yasraq - he radiates 

themselves 
n(8)teq - I can 
nasq.or - I thank 
y ins8rah - he is relaxed 

(cp. surname Xiriha) 
n8'aWW8du - we accustom 

(cp. goawwad) 
na' b8du - we adore 

(cp. place-name tal-Goabid) 
ballag - take 
na't8bar - Ipay attention 
hadar - he was present 

(cp. oaddara) 
Y8tub - he repents 

(cp. teu,ba) 
y in~or - he helps 

The same single poem also contains a very large number of other 
words no longer extant in Maltese: 36 

ahl- people 

w8dad - love, friendship 

9 8y ad - good, perfect, 
excellent (pl.) 

munam - dream 

ansan - man 
(cp. nisa, woman) 

'afif - chaste, modest, pure 
muhif - parched, thirsty 
ser if - distinguished, sublime 
d81il - despicable, 

contemptible 

35 Mainz, 60-64. 
36 I bid. , 60-61. 
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9 ard - intention 
(cp. goarrieda) 

'alil - sick, ill, soft 
(cp. goill a) 

'agul - hasty, rash 
(cp. goagla) 

'ad8mi - human being 
(cp. bniedem) 

s8bur -patient 
(cp. sabar) 

haWZ8 - possession, tenure 
S8lte q -sighing 
makdur - muddied, blackened 
haqeq - worthy, fit 

(cp. oaqq) 



su ANNEE 1949. 

l () J f1'rrb uriq u/JtI/;(ma:j Ita'nu' !fJ~illli 

[I] e!-mrird<)tp'; tt'{:i)el-' aHil :allu/, 
'al;Jar 

[S]fi uci1rallOm yil'1ci (e)I-'aJlsan[a} 
salli 

[9J ! balti trJti<ihlis yibqa f{e)/-{P
!f:abi I 

r. tS .... [1] {ui[t]lti yJT"a jillOm sliml; el-bJ{lliri 

[!l] el-llinl.":} ro(a)el-buri sil yti {u'ibibi 

[3] cid/IOn watiqli w(a)ti.i:wi joq[a] 
Illiri 

[4] qa~b el-~tIlu fill lIo.zha li;db~bi 

[5] fi kolla m'alVsam rc(a )a"'ylidi Wd
qril'i 

[6] ! ttikIor' s;n'uri tvaqt tin fihom 
[7] nddboll 

[9] !}aw{Jtid nlunabci.l IflIllmci. kofLla] 
'cirri 

[10] Jtiljol :waqarJa qtiqu1 ~a qd
runJol 

[ 11] w(a)el-z.a1arall el-gibli rv(a)el
b:J{,tiri 

r. 18 T-. [1] gtiwzti balunfrtin basbasa Wd
sonbol 

[2] min gmnaldt 'a!ycib tErotJad 
Uumri 

[3 J !u{la' fi 4alllli IInbll; jih qti~ll 

I (j J xlilll!,~ wJ'nlJ1"tifjuh 'a.;rtl !/iJkUllfl 

[6) bilsilic. carnomille et mcnlllt' 
. cxcilent rcm ic. 

[7] La m:lljol<tine ct le rllllwrill 
. rOl"I1cnL cncore plus. 

. (8] A leur vue l'homme resle tli
verti. 

[9J etonne et ebahi (rcsle-t-il) 
. pOUl" la reponsc. 

[i] Commc il y voil meme,. Ic:; 
poissons des mers, 

[:l] ... et le mulet: prencls-Ies, 
mon ami, 

[3] mets-y de l'huile, frits ct 
rOtis sur lefeu. 

[4] De la canue a sucre est l'amu
semenl de la jeuneS5e 

[5] a toute solennile, fele et reu
nion (1). 

[6] ~Ia joie est grande, quanJ j'y 
[7] entre. 

[~] On y t1'ou\'e des plantations 
de lous ies arornates : 

[10] du poiv1'e, de. la calluellc, 
du cardamome, du girofle 

[11] et du safran de la monlagne 
et de la 'Cote, 

[1] noix rnu'scade ('1), du macis et 
. de l'aspic': 
[!)] lu trou \'e,·us tle tous les al"o

males, pal" ilia vie. 
[3] Et il me vint Jans l'cspril .r~, 

conslrtlirc mon c1t;ileau , 
.[ uJ hauL cl scs 101ll'S scront dix, 

Fal. 18 rO. [1 J bol(1I1,; = pI. dial. de rs;. - [j J IlIliu.'lam = 1"'"';:'" IT fete reu
gieuse" (BS1USSIEI\), - 'ti'ycldi = plur. dial. de ~. 

Fol. 18 v", [1] C-ra!!'za) ~illllngan=0~ (Don, rot.). - basbasa:::
.i-4-.? tTmncis1lcbc.zP.l>'.\u, mais autremcnt (tfcnouil~ au Maghl'eh (Don). 
- .on!XJt=~ a:lavande, jaeinthe ou tulipc1I. 
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'4!N¥,' »~J?J j.J'~N~ {'-=2t:'! 
Z;RCP1)N! j~~J) ~~ o.'r~;'? ~ 
'~N1Z wp~tt ~ "m: Oil,.r.).'!) 

!?"P, ~ ~ ~~"'t. tJrWlJ 'i?N~ 
',Wj 

~N'J ~. ~ "tP.~ tjt?.N?~ 't'!N:J_ 
., -1 ',' ~ . 

·."NC-=1 ~ 1'?f' ~i'~ N'2: ~.,~ 
'·:?,~C N~ \",~ ':-,"'-' ~" J,'.-: ~ 
':t'~ r~ ·).~~l ~r~? r;"7cY 
~;'N~v3 l":YfJ tm~ "~r. ~ --?.rj? 
'~Nm t'J.H}!?~l V~"~.~ ~~ ''!J 

o~~ (It vr'_ ':-"'P. -;'.I"~" 
i,'-'7J . 

~6(-? OP~ rL''?ri "?"P "~.I! 
~p.N:J33 rin".,,:,?~"''7~'?' 
~3;r ~'r~ r~~l?"Jt~?~ 
'?~r-? 1,~!. ,~~~. r~~'.~l 

1., ''::J~,'p? I"JZJ1.?~ ~~1? H!'.~ 
':~~'? ;J~ ','2 -'l!'p!y .;~'-('J r!-' 
'-:,-?"i' iJ;? !?:fJ "!?~ ~-.0v, 

• Ir- JIh,) . 

':~ ~ i'~!!:p.. :.?t;! ~ .!'~~' 
~J"; r~f;'.p ;;jH;-=?IY: :P?"'P 

] ournal Asiati,que, vol. 237 (1949), p. 80, with the corresponding original 
version in Hebrew characters from the Vatican Library, Hebrew Ms. 411, 
ff. 17v to l8v. 
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These differences in vocabulary are perhaps not as serious an ob
stacle as one might at first think to identifying the language of the 
poems as fifteenth century Maltese. The only known surviving ·spe
cimen of Maltese of that century, namely the Cantilena of Peter 
Caxaro, proves that there was a substantial vocabulary displace
ment in the centuries that have supervened. In fact, at least two of 
the obsolete words of the Cantilena, are also to be found in these 
Judaeo-Arabic poems, namely tale, come along, in the first line: 37 ,- . 

Xideu il cada ye gireni tale nichadithicum 
and yeutihe, which suits it, in the sixteenth line: 38 

biddilihe inte if miken illi yeutihe 
The first word occurs twice in the J udaeo-'Arabic poem s: 39 

raddat hi(yya) taneya ta'la lee) 'andena 

ta'la tatnazzah ya (a)hi fi (e) 1 nunayfar 

The second is to be found in the line: 40 

uqerareb tewatih min surab gul(l)enaru 
One also notices the phrase tala' u nizel, he went up and down, to 
be found both in the Cantifena: 41 

Nitila vy nargia ninzil deyem [U bachar if halj 

and in one of these other poems:42 
·Sorte ~ala' wenazel min 'al bab el gezala 
Several morphological and syntactic differences from modern 

Maltese will be noticed: (a) weak verbs with 'w' or 'j' as first ra
dical retain the 'w' in the imperfect though it disappears in Mal
tese, e.g. compare nawsaf, I recount, with Maltese nasal, I arrive 
(from wasal);43 (b) verbs with a 'li quid' second radical consonant 
in the imperfect and imperative plural take a helping vowel after it 
instead of before it as in modern Maltese, thus the poems have 

37Wettinger and Fsadni; 41-42. 
58[ bid., 46. 
39Mainz, 75 and 79: 'She answered in her turn "Come up to our place."' 
and 'Come and enjoy yourself, Oh brother, among the nymphs!'. 
4oMainz,66: 'and flaggons shall treat him well with pomegranate drink'. 
41Wettinger and Fsadni, 37-39,44: '1 go up and down always on the deep 
sea' • 
42Mainz, p. 69: '1 began to pass up and down before the door of the beauty'. 
43 Borg, 227-28, 344; D. Cohen, Il, p. 10 1. 
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aq18buh, tum it over, nefr8hu, we shall be glad, where mo
dern Maltese would have aqilbuh and nijirou;44(c) giw taraw, 
come and see,45 where only the first verb is in the imperative 
while the second is in the imperfect, while Maltese would prefer 
ejjew (for igu) araw, both verbs being in the imperative; (d) the 
poems contain several examples of the use of the particle qad, 
used invariably with verbs in the imperfect, to emphasise the com
pletion of the action: e.g. qad rewani, refreshed me, qad 
naser, has unfolded, qad lehani, has distracted me, qad 
9 a, has come; 46 w bile in modem Maltese the word qed, of a totally 
different derivation, shortened as it is from qie gtJed, is used with 
verbs in the imperfect in order to express the present continuous 
tense;47 (e) the poems contain innumerable examples of the stress 
shift which are such a distinguishing feature of Maghribi Arabic 
and which does not seem ever to have occurred in Maltese: Cl. Ar. 
qatala, Maltese qatel, Maghribi Arabic qte1.48 The last char
acteristic of the poem is the most serious of all obstacles to iden
tifying the language of the poems with Maltese, medieval or other
wise. 49 

If, indeed, a Maltese origin is ruled out owing to the presence 
of this stress shift in the poems, one must next consider a Sicilian 
origin. Though in 1949 it was well known that Sicily had had a 
large Jewish population down to the expulsion of the Jews in 1492, 
it is, in fact, unlikely that Ernst Mainz and his advisers gave much 
serious thought to the possibility that they were written in a Sicil
ian milieu or by a Sicilian Jew, seeing that it was only in 1946 
that Cecil Roth made it widely known that the Sicilian Jews con
tinued to speak a form of Arabic right down to the latter part of the 
fourteenth century. 50 Only ~ery much older Judaeo-Arabic docu-

44Mainz, 67 and 65; see below p.13. 
4sMainz, 70. Cp. Aquilina, p. 170, on Maltese imperative syntax formation. 
46Mainz, 76, 78, 79 and 68. 
47E.F. Sutcliffe, A Grammar of the Maltese Language (London, 1936),69-
70. 
48Borg, 202-204. 
49 See below, p. 12. 
50 C. Roth in 1946 wrote of the report of a wandering Spanish scholar in 
the late thirteenth century that the Arabic language had survived among 
the Sicilian Jews down to his days, but continued that 'this linguistic 
tradition decayed ••• during the course of the following century': C. Roth, 
The History of the Jews of Italy (Philadelphia, 1946),82. 
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ment from Sicily was then known. 51 Even now, after the public ation 

of some sixty other Judaeo- Arabi c documents from Sicily it is still 
impossible to obtain a clear idea of many aspects of the Arabic 
spoken there in the absence of a pointed text. 52 Thus it is still un
known whether the stress shift. that, according to one theory, over
took Maghribi Arabic in the fourteenth century affected Sicilian 
Arabic as it did Andalusian. 53 It should be remembered that the 
Jews of Sicily were very closely connected with those of Tunisia 
and Tripoli while those of Malta, themselves just as closely con
nected with their co-religionists of Sicily and Tripoly, were no 
doubt held back from adopting the stress shift by the failure of the 
Maltese language itself to accept it (in Sicily, of course, the 
Christian population had already for a long time forgotten all its 
Arabic). It is also quite possible that the poet himself, familiar 
through his travels or his own family origins, with the Maghribi 
stress shift, adopted it in his writings with or without a conscious 
effort on his part and quite independently of its use or lack of use 
in the Maltese or Jewish community to which he might have be
longed. In any case, there is no doubt of the general Maghribi 
characteristics of Sicilian 'Arabic including, in particular the nq t]j 
nq t 1 U first person singular and plural of the verb in the imper
fect, together with the use of zawg, a couple of, and mita' to 
indicate possession. Though the morphology of Sicilian Arabic is 
still insufficiently known, there is enough evidence of its generally 
close resemblance to the Maltese language for treating the resem
blances noticed above between Maltese and the language of the 
poems as applying with equal strength to Sicilian Arabic with the 
added still unproven possibility that stress shift had occurred in 

51 S. Cusa, I diplomi greci di Sicilia pubblicati nel testo origin ale, tradotti 
ed illustrati (Palermo, 1868-82), pp. 495-6, plate v, more recently studied 
by J. Wansbrough, 'A Judaeo-Arabic Document from Sicily', Bulletin of 
the School of Oriental and African Studies, vol. 30 (1967). 
52H. Bresc and S.D. Goitein, 'Un inventaire dotal de Juifs Siciliens 
(1479)', Melanges d'Archeologie et d'Histoire par l'Ecole FranFaise de 
Rome (Rome', 1970); A. Giuffrida and B. Rocco, 'Una bilingue Arabo
Sicula', Annali dell'Istituto Orientale di Napoli, vol.34 (Naples, 1974); 
A. Giuffrida and B. Rocco, 'Documenti Giudeo-Arabi nel Secolo xv a Pal
ermo', Studi Magrebini Uel Centro di Studi Magrebini, vol.8 (1976). 
53 A. Borg, 203, citing F. Corriente, A Grammatical Sketch of th.e Span
ish Arabic Dialect Bundle (Madrid, 1977). 
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Sicilian Arabic. That there were limited differences is al so cer
tain. Thus Sicilian Judaeo-Arabic documents prove that the verb 
ra, he saw, was used in conjunction with the personal suffix to ex
press the concept of 'to be',54 a well-known and widespread Magh
ribi feature 55 absent from the Maltese language: obviously Sicilian 
Judaeo-'Arabic could be more Maghribi in character than Maltese is. 
'Another feature of Sicilian Judaeo-'Arabic not present in Maltese 

is the insertion of a helping vowel after instead of before the se
cond radical consonant when this happens to be a liquid and is 
hemmed in by two other consonants, e.g. jutlobu (passive),s6 
Maltese jitolbu (active), cp. aqlebuh, turn it over, share out (the 
food), and modem Maltese aqilbuh, with the same meaning. 

The non-Arabic words in the poems could have originated in 
Sicily about as easily as in Malta. Thus q urt ina, a veil or cur
tain, is of Latin origin and occurs extremely frequently in Latin 
and Sicilian documents of the fifteenth century both in Malta and 
in Sicily. 57 The word gizi, which in Maltese refers to stocks (the 
plant), in its Greek form Y{, sI, refers to the plant called cassia; 
though the plants are unrelated an etymological connection bet
ween the two words is most likely as there does not seem to be 
any possible Semitic derivation and Greek influence in Sicily has 
always been very strong so that gizi could have entered Maltese 
through Sicilian Arabic. 58 The phrase ahmar qerulli, 'coral 
red, still a living phrase in modern Maltese (ahmar qro lli) , could 

54Giuffrida and Rocco, 'Documenti', 82. 
55 Mar<;ais, 74. 
56 Giuffrida and Rocco, 92. It is worth remembering that present J ewi sh 
practice in Tunis in this respect resembles that of Maltese rather than 
that of these Judaeo-Arabic poems and of Sicilian Judaeo-Arabi c: D. 
Cohen, Le Parler Arabe des Juifs de Tunis, II, 97. 
57It occurs in the Judaeo-Arabic document published in Bresc and Goitein, 
'Un Inventaire dotal de Juifs Siciliens (1479)'. :A dowry contract from 
Malta of 7 July 1503 contains this item: 'una curcina blanc a: onze v': 
N otarial Archives, Valletta, Register of deed of Notary Cons. Canchur, 
R 140/1, f.212v. 
58The explanations given so far of the etymology of gizi .are particularly 
unconvincing. Barbera, op. cit., s.":.,·would have it originate in the Moroc
can husn i usf abbreviated to i usuf .. The derivation from rancis, 
a different flower, would have to overcome objections both with regard to 
flower identity and to the presence of the final ·i, normally a most signi
ficant phoneme in Maltese. For the Greek y{,sC see H.G. Liddel and R. 
Scon, Greek English Lexicon (Oxford, 1940), s.v. 
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very well have existed in Sicilian Arabic, though the modern Sicil
ian for 'coral' now is curaddu,59 but it is difficult to imagine it ex
isting in Maghribi Arabic, where the Arabic for 'coral' is ,,4-.J'" 
margan. The word asqunfi, a kind of lemon, exists in modern 
Sicilian (scumpiU)60 as well .as in Maltese (xkanp). Though the 
word gerasya, cherries, now appears in Arabic dictionaries, it 
is unlikely to have formed part of the 'Arabic language in the fif
teenth century. The same could also be said of sardin, sardines, a 
word which, of course, has existed for centuries both in Maltese 
and in Sicilian. The word qarlin, carlino, refers to a coin of ten 
grani, and therefore beqarlin naqes habbayn, in Maltese 
b'karlin nieqes babbejn (babba = grana) is equivalent to the sum 
of eight grani or babbiet in Maltese. The word itself refers to 
Charles of Anjou who ·seems to have brought the coin into use, but 
has survived in Maltese right down to the present, remaining in use 
in spite of radiCal changes of currency. It appears extremely fre
quently in the singular or plural in the nine Judaeo-Arabic docu
ments from Malta but not a single time in any of the sixty such 
documents from fifteenth century Sicily . 61 It would be difficult to 
see how this relatively minor coin could have been known in North 
Africa. The reference in the poems to the type of fish called tanka, 
a name apparently otherwise unknown in the Arabic world, except 
perhaps in French occupied Algeria, but probably cognate to the 
Latin tanca and English tench, forcibly recalls the references to 
the fish calledtenchi in fifteenth century price lists fromCatania. 62 

The two remaining words mi 1 u and fustayn are also interes
ting; though they both exist in Maltese, they are given in the poems 
in forms which show undoubted Sicilian as distinct from Maltese 
influence: 

mi 1 u, a mile, modern Sicilian migghiu,63 medieval Sicilian 

S9 T raina, s. v. 
60 Ibid. , s.v. 
61It is, however, to be found at least once in S. Giambruno and L. Gen
uardi, Capitoli inediti delle citta demaniali di Sicilia (Palermo, 1918), 
p.99: 'che la dicta universitati non havi un carlino di rendita'. 
62Mainz, 80; price-lists of 1417 and 1438 as transcribed in the surviving 
eighteenth century copies, vide H. Bresc, tll vocabolario della pesca 
nella Sicilia del '300 e del '400', Bollettino dell'Atlante Linguistico ,~le
diterraneo, 16-17 (1974-75),21. 
63Traina, s. v. 
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miglu,64 Maltese and Arabic mz7; 

fustayn, fustian, Sicilian /ustaino,65 Maltese and Arabic 
/ustan. 

If the author of the poems turns out to have been really a Jewish 
inhabitant of Malta or Sicily, it would be easy to understand how 
at length the manuscript containing them came to be at the Vatican 
Library. It is well known that the Jews of Sicily settled in SoUth
ern Italy after their expulsion from that island in 1492. 66 Those of 
Malta seem to have joined them at Messina before they crossed 
over to the mainland. 67 From 'Southern Italy they were expelled in 
1515. From there some crossed the 'straits of Otranto and settled 
in the Balkans within the boundaries of the Empire of the tolerant 
Turk. Others no doubt travelled northwards along the Italian penin
sula stopping wherever the local rulers offered them for some time 
a haven of peace and security. It is documented that in 1492 the 

Jews were allowed to take their bOOk:e~em, 69 and this parti
cuI ar manuscript containing the se :..t.A. udaeo-:Arabi c poems 
must have therefore gradually travelled northwards along the pen
insula, perhaps even farther north than Rome before finally finding 
a resting place at the Vatican Library. By then, of course, the 
descendants of the Sicilian and Maltese Jews who may have re
mained in Italy had allowed themselves to be assimilated by the 
Italian Jews and, completely forgetting their Arabic speech, had 
no further use for the manuscript. 

For the Sicilian reader and scholar these Judaeo-Arabic poems 

64Cp. miglu in 'per spaciu de menzu miglu', for the space of half a mile, 
23 July 1473: Cathedral Museum, Mdina, Curia Episcopalis Melitensis; 
Acta Originalia, vol. 1, f. 160. 
65For its occurrence in Sicilian Italian: Traina, s.v. 
66 A. Milano, Stona degli ebrei in [talia (Torino, 1963), 223ff. 
67G. Wettinger, The Jews of Malta in the Later Middle Ages (in the 
~ress). : 

Milano, 231. : 
69 'Item eciam si supplica chi ipsi Judei poczano nexiri et extrahiri loru 
tori et altri libri J udaichi tanto di la dicta muskita c omo di li J udei. -
Plachi a lu dictu Illustri Signuri vicere chi poczano extrahiri loro libri et 
tori Judaichi tanto di la muskita comu di li altri Judei prestando ipsi 
J udei idonea plegiria in pociri di I u di ctu secrete di la cita di Malta di 
presentari quilli al dicto magnifico regio thesoreri: B. Lagumina and G. 
Lagumina, Codice diplomatico dei Giudei di Sicilia (P alermo, 1884-1890), 
doc. DCCCCL VII. 
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would have a special interest in that they would be the first such 
poems originating in Sicily to have been discovered so far,70 and 
would give added urgency to the search and study of examples of 
Judaeo-Arabic from that island. To the Maltese linguist, always 
interested in the 'missing links' of his language, their importance 
is obvious. In addition, whatever their origin, the poems have an 
interest for the Maltese general reader all their own. With no fur
ther effort than would be required of him to read the oldest survi
ving poem in Maltese, he has here a set of poems on subjects as 
various and of as universal appeal as (a) a visit to heaven in the 
footsteps of the prophet Elias, (b) a lass greets her lover at home 
from the sea, (c) a latk's song, (d) a skit on marriage, (e) a humor
ous dialogue between water and wine similar to those which fre
quently appear on Maltese humorous or satirical periodicals, (t) a 
lover to his lass, (g) 'It is my intention to make a garden ... ', and 
(h) a moral song on the transitoriness of human affairs. 

70 S. Stern, 'Un circolo di poeti Siciliani ebrei nel secolo XII', Bollettino, 
Centro di Studi Filologici e Linguistici Siciliani, 4 (Palermo, 1956), 39-
59, is concerned with a group of Jewish poets in Sicily writing solely in 
Hebrew very much before the fifteenth century. 
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